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Prospects for Bose-Einstein Condensation in Cesium
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We analyze all of the cold-collision data for Cs, consisting of atomic fountain frequency s
and elastic scattering rates, to determine phase parameters that completely characterize cold c
between two ground-state cesium atoms. We show that the fast decays of spin-polarized gas s
in two recent attempts to reach Bose-Einstein condensation in cesium are due to potential and Fe
resonances which enhance the depolarizing atom-atom collisions. We discuss the prospects for r
Bose-Einstein condensation in133Cs and in135Cs. [S0031-9007(98)06774-X]
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The observation of Bose-Einstein condensation (BE
in a dilute ultracold gas of alkali atoms [1–3] in 1995
is generally considered to be one of the most fascinati
applications of atomic cooling techniques. Since the
pioneering experiments, the field of BEC continues to le
to surprising results. Recently, Myattet al. observed an
unexpected slow decay of overlapping87Rb condensates
in two different spin states [4], due to a near coinciden
in two scattering lengths [5,6]. In contrast, a rece
experiment by Södinget al. [7] shows such a surprisingly
large decay rate of trapped ultracold Cs in thef, mf 
4, 4 state that the realization of BEC appears to b
impossible. The other potentially viable hyperfine stat
f, mf  3, 23, does not offer a solution since recen
observations show it also decays anomalously quick
[8]. The fast decay occurs even at very weak magne
fields where it is normally highly suppressed. In th
Letter, we theoretically explain these observations a
point to ways to circumvent the fast decays. Interatom
collisions, responsible for the decays, are therefore cruc
to understand.

The interactions between cold cesium atoms were p
viously studied in 1993 [9], using the limited experimen
tal information available [10]. New data and progress
theory have led us to reinvestigate this problem. He
we use a larger set of cold-collision data that consis
of atomic fountain frequency shifts and elastic scatterin
rates. The phase parameters from this analysis comple
characterize cold collisions between two ground-state c
sium atoms. We show that the total set of experimen
data can be described in a consistent picture, a fascina
aspect of which is that a Feshbach resonance happen
be in very close proximity to the conditions of some of th
experiments. It arises due to a transition of the collidin
atoms to a quasibound state with a different spin structu

The anomalous Cs decay rates are an especially imp
tant new result. For atoms lighter than Rb, the magne
dipole-dipole interactionV dip between the valence elec
tron spins, the so-called direct spin-spin term, adequat
describes the decay of totally polarized alkali gases. F
0031-9007y98y81(5)y951(4)$15.00
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Cs, it is insufficient to explain the large decay rate. An
indirect spin-spin interactionV ind is known to occur [11],
however. It increases very strongly withZ and is ex-
pected to dominateV dip for cesium. It is an interaction
of the spins via modes of the electronic orbital degree
of freedom, instead of via modes of the electromagneti
field as in the case ofV dip . Its strength and radial form
factor, comparable to the factor1yr3 in V dip , have been
predicted by anab initio calculation [12].

Table I summarizes the experimental data for our analy
sis. This analysis includes the atomic hyperfine interac
tion of each atom, the relative motion of the two nuclei, the
aboveV dip andV ind terms, and theS  0 and 1 interaction
potentials at long ranger . 20a0. The less well-known
r , 20a0 parts are treated by means of boundary condi
tions atr0  20a0 for the rapidly oscillatingS  0 and
1 radial wave functions. The boundary conditions con
sist of the local phasesf0

S , f
0
T of these oscillating wave

functions atr0 and their first derivativesfE
S , f

E
T , f

l
S , f

l
T

with respect toE andlsl 1 1d, which summarize the “his-
tory” of the collision in the part of spacer , r0 [9]. The
dependence on the derivative parameters is weak, owin
to the smallE and l ranges involved in cold collisions.
We calculate these using the best available singlet [13] an
triplet [14] potentials. The generally fractionals-wave vi-
brational quantum numbers at dissociation,yDS andyDT
(modulo 1), for the singlet and triplet potentials are essen
tially equivalent to the first two phase parameters. They
however, provide for more direct physical insight being
a measure of how far the last bound or the first unboun
Cs 1 Cs state is from the dissociation threshold.

We begin by considering the first three experimenta
observations in Table I. These impose very restrictive
conditions in theyDS, yDT parameter plane. The obser-
vation of a near-zero energy potential resonance [15] i
the totally polarized, pure triplets4, 4d 1 s4, 4d elastic col-
lision selects a narrow strip20.08 , yDT , 10.17 (bold
solid lines in Fig. 1). In contrast, the extremely small
elastic cross section in thes3, 23d 1 s3, 23d collision ob-
served at about30 mK [16] imposes a restriction in both
© 1998 The American Physical Society 951
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TABLE I. Experimental data included in analysis. Subscriptm indicates an even distribution
over magnetic substates.

Quantity Group, Ref.

(1) ss4,4d1s4,4d Arndt et al. [15]
(2) ss3,23d1s3,23d Monroeet al. [4]
(3) 1

2 sdn3,0 1 dn4,0d Gibble and Chu [10]

(4) 1
2 sdn3,0 1 dn4,0d Ghezaliet al. [23]

(5) sdn3,0 2 dn4,0dy1
2 sdn3,0 1 dn4,0d Verhaaret al. [9]

(6) dn3,m Gibble and Chu [10]
(7) dn3,m Ghezaliet al. [23]
(8) dn4,m Ghezaliet al. [23]
(9) ss3,0d1s4,md Gibble et al. [24]
(10) Gs4,4d1s4,4d Södinget al. [7]
(11) Gs3,23d1s3,23d Södinget al. [8]
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yDS and yDT , due to the mixed singlet-triplet characte
of the initial spin state. Interestingly, it correspond
to a Ramsauer-Townsend minimum associated with
Feshbach resonance, which is nearby. Together, th
conditions already localize the parameters rather strictly
about 1.5% of the area of the parameter plane. Anoth
highly constraining quantity is the largedn30 1 dn40
total fountain collisional frequency shift [10]. Beyond
the dotted lines the calculated shift goes rapidly to 0 a
changes sign, in strong disagreement with experime
Next we apply a least-squares analysis to all entries (1

FIG. 1. Minimum of x2 in yDS, yDT plane and enlargement
(inset) of the region near thex2 minimum. The parameters
yDS, yDT correspond to the fractional numbers of bound stat
for the singlet and triplet potentials.
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(9) in Table I. We find a very narrowx2 minimum of
4.2 for essentially 7 degrees of freedom, indicated by t
shaded area:

yDS  20.096 6 0.005, yDT  20.065 6 0.005 .
(1)

Our calculations show that the regions selected in t
yDS, yDT plane depend only weakly on the strength of th
indirect spin-spin interaction.

The result (1) allows us to calculate the triplet an
singlet scattering lengths:

aT ; a4,4  2350130
235a0, aS  2208 6 17a0 .

(2)

The excellent localization in theyDS, yDT plane defined
by the preceding experimental observations is also a go
starting point to predict the decay rates. It is expect
that the inelastic decay rates are strongly enhanced by
proximity of potential resonances or Feshbach resonanc
since both facilitate the penetration of the collidin
atoms to short distances, where the inelastic transitio
take place throughV dip and V ind. For the j4, 4l state,
we find the decay to be dominated byV ind. It is
enhanced by the proximity of the same pure tripl
potential resonance that enhances the above-mentio
elastic scattering cross sectionss4,4d1s4,4d. We indeed find
the largestGs4,4d1s4,4d values concentrated in the sam
horizontal strip in Fig. 1 [17]. To a good approximation
they are independent ofyDS. Item 11, the decay rate
constantGs3,23d1s3,23d, is even more restrictive. It has a
pronounced Feshbach resonance dependence onyDS, yDT ,
leading to an excessively strong decay. The largest ra
are concentrated in the region bounded by the thin so
lines in Fig. 1, which supports the previous conclusion.

An important aspect of future work aspiring to achiev
BEC in Cs is avoiding the fast decay rates. With that
mind, we present in Fig. 2 the calculatedB dependence
of the decay rate constantGs3,23d1s3,23d at 1 mK for the
strength ofV ind consistent with the measuredGs4,4d1s4,4d.
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FIG. 2. Predicted decay rate ofs3, 23d level at 1 mK due to
spin-spin interactions, and scattering lengtha3,23, versus field
strength.

In addition, we calculate the scattering lengtha3,23 for
atoms in thej3, 23l state. In contrast to thej4, 4l decay,
we find a number of Feshbach resonances for fields
to 200 G, with a clear correspondence between the re
nance features inGs3,23d1s3,23d anda3,23. The resonance
closest toB  0 is responsible for the enhancements
the (in)elastic rates and frequency shifts occurring prom
nently in the data of Fig. 1. For fields between 110 a
200 G the rate constant has dropped 2 orders of mag
tude relative to the value1 3 10212 cm3 s21 observed in
the Paris experiment, in full agreement with the measur
large stability of atoms in this state at fieldsB ø 170 G
[16,19]. The realization of BEC for large gas sample
however, would require such a reduced decay in com
nation with a positive scattering length, an effectively r
pulsive interatomic interaction, while the calculateda3,23
is equal to about2240a0. BEC does appear to be
possible, however, for a small enough condensate:
relevant ratioa3,23yaHO of the scattering length to the
length scale of the harmonic oscillator ground state
the Paris experiment is not very different from that o
the Rice trap [2], for which both experiment and theo
have shown that a condensate is stable for fewer th
1000 atoms.

Another possibility, previously considered for lase
cooled clocks [20], is to use a different isotope of cesiu
The most attractive possibility for BEC would be135Cs.
For different isotopes the radial phasesf

0
S , f

0
T scale

very accurately proportional to the square root of th
atom mass [9], as expected in the WKB approximatio
Applying the

p
m scaling rule to the133Cs singlet and
up
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triplet phases atr0, we find

yDSs135Csd  0.074 6 0.015 ,

yDTs135Csd  0.371 6 0.015 .
(3)

Here, we use the above-mentioned potentials to determ
the number of triplet radial nodes for133Cs withinr0 to be
40 6 1 and the number of singlet nodes138 6 1. Using
(3), we can calculate all desirable quantities for135Cs
ground-state collisions, in particular,

aT ; a4,4  1138 6 5a0, aS  15001100
270 a0 .

(4)

We conclude from the positive value ofaT that a stable
totally polarized Bose condensate is possible in a135Cs
vapor. Also, the ratio of the rates of elastic collision
to inelastic, depolarizing collisions is favorable: usin
the calculated values [21] for these quantities, we fin
the “practical” limit [22] attainable by forced evaporative
cooling is 120 nK, a factor of 8 lower than for thej4, 4l
state of133Cs.

For the j3, 23l state the conditions are even more fa
vorable because there is no adjacent Feshbach resona
Over the field range from 0 to 1000 gauss, we find th
scattering length to be nearly constant and positive:

a3,23sBd  1163115
28 a0 . (5)

In the same range the rate constant is always le
than 10214 cm3 s21 and, for field values below 5 gauss
less than10215 cm3 s21. A 135Cs Bose condensate in
the j3, 23l state is thus expected to be stable. Als
this isotope allows for evaporative cooling to very low
temperatures: the practical cooling limit is 0.1 nK and, fo
field values below 5 gauss, even lower by a factor of 10

The precision of the present analysis also leads to mu
more accuratedn3,0 anddn4,0 frequency shifts for135Cs:

dn3,0  215 6 4 mHz, (6)

dn4,0  1.310.02
20.04 mHz, (7)

for an energy of1 mK, where they have nearly reache
their zero energy limit. The opposite sign of these shif
will allow the cold collision frequency shift to be cancele
as proposed in Ref. [20].

Summarizing, we have developed a consistent pictu
for collisions of ultracold cesium atoms by analyzing a s
of data, consisting of atomic fountain frequency shifts an
elastic scattering rates. We have shown that the fast
cays observed recently are due to the influence of poten
and Feshbach resonances, in combination with an indir
spin-spin interaction. We have discussed the prospects
the realization of Bose-Einstein condensation in ultraco
gas samples of both133Cs and135Cs. The prospects are
particularly favorable for135Cs in thej3, 23l state.
953
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